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ATLIXCO AND ATLIMEYAYA

 
Atlixco is a magic town. Visiting this place is an aromatic and multicolored adventure. This town shows off its

climate as the superior in México since there are trees, flowers, fruits and plants all over the place at any
time of the year.

Atlimeyaya is an ideal place either for fishing lovers or for the ones who want to have a good time and to
end up eating trout, as well as doing eco touristic activities in the surrounding area. 

 
 



GENERAL INFORMATION
DIFFICULTY: 

DURATION OF THE TOUR:

DISTANCE FROM PUEBLA TO ATLIXCO:  

Easy

6 hours

1 hour



MAP OF THE
TOUR

 



Historic center of Atlixco
Zócalo (Main square)
Santa María de la Natividad parish
Municipal Palace
Atlixco Murals
Ex convento Franciscano
Plant nurseries
Atlimeyaya
Trout hatchery

PLACES TO VISIT



Pick up at your hotel and transportation to Atlixco
Plant nursery: 
Visit in “Megaviveros”, where you can find a wide variety of
flowers, plants, and fruit trees. 
Historic center of Atlixco 
Zócalo 
Santa María de la Natividad parish
Municipal Palace for the description of the murals 
Subsequently, we will go to “la pasadita” for an artisanal bread,
chocolate, beer, regional mezcal tasting, including an exquisite
artisanal ice cream of your preference at the ice cream shop
“Ximitl”, where exotic flavored ice cream can be found.
Finally, we will visit the Ex convento Franciscano. From there, you
can appreciate a nice view of Atlixco and Puebla city. On a clear
day the volcanoes look majestic.
Atlimeyaya 
Transportation to Atlimeyaya (20 minutes approximately)
Visit to the trout hatchery “Amatzcalli”. In this farm not only
trouts are bred, but also information about this process. Also,
you will see some of their most impressive specimens in
aquarium style tanks, where thousands of fish swim. Here, you
will also feed them. 
End of the tour and transportation to your Hotel

ITINERARY



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Includes:
Round transportation with amenities, touristic host, artisanal bread, beer and ice cream tasting, access to

the trout hatchery, postal, gift and map of Puebla city.
Does not include: 

Accesses, meals and drinks not mentioned in the itinerary. 
 

Recommendations: 
Wear comfy clothes and shoes, and a photo camera.

 
Recommended for: Couples, friends, groups, LGBT, single travelers 

 
 
 
 



ATLIXCO AND ATLIMEYAYA

Click on the following link to watch more photos of the experience:
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PhnW5nomwZ89AiJtxUlBafrJq620B4qL?usp=sharing
 

Click on the following link to buy the experience:
https://unlimitedpuebla.com/producto/atlixco-y-atlimeyaya

 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PhnW5nomwZ89AiJtxUlBafrJq620B4qL?usp=sharing
https://unlimitedpuebla.com/producto/atlixco-y-atlimeyaya


We have more than 30 experiences in Puebla and on
the surrounding areas.
Private, personalized, and unique tours
Top rated on TripAdvisor and Viator
National Tourism on Luxury, premium category award
winners.
Best tour operator of Latin America 2021 and 2022 by
travel & hospitality awards.
Award for touristic innovation 2020
Your trip supports economically different social and
environmental causes. 
"Unlimited Traveler" conscious trips that support the
local economy and promote the conservation of
traditions and customs of Mexico.

WHY UNLIMITED?



OUR CLIENTS



+ 52 1 2224523738
info@unlimitedpuebla.com
www.unlimitedpuebla.com

Puebla, México
Private and exclusive cultural and adventure tours

"We transmit to each traveler our passion for México"

Unlimited experiences


